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ON BILATERAL DERIVATES AND THE DERIVATIVE*1 )
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K. M. GARG

ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove a new result on the monotonicity of

a function in terms of its bilateral dérivâtes, and obtain from it extensions of sev-

eral existing results on such dérivâtes and the derivative of a function.

Let /: R •* R, where R denotes the set of real numbers.   If its lower derí-

vate Df > 0 at a nonmeager set of points, we prove / to be "adequately" increas-

ing in some interval, viz. even the function f(x) — ax is increasing for some a > 0.

When / is nowhere adequately monotone, it follows that there exists a residual set

of points where / has a zero "median" derívate, i.e. either D_f < 0 < D /or

D+f < 0 < D f.   These results remain valid for functions defined on an arbitrary

set X C R under a mild continuity hypothesis, e.g. the absence of ordinary discon-

tinuity at the unilateral limit points of X.   The last result leads to a new version

of A. P. Morse's theorem for median dérivâtes, and this in turn yields an improved

version of the Goldowski-Tonelli theorem.  We also obtain some necessary and

sufficient conditions for a function to be nondecreasing, and extensions of the

mean-value theorem and the Denjoy and other properties of a derivative.

If/: X'•* R, where X C R, and both the dérivâtes of /are finite at a set

of points that is not meager in X, then / is further proved to satisfy the Lipschitz

condition on some portion of X.  When / has a finite derívate almost everywhere

and X has a finite measure, it is shown that / can be made Lipschitz by altering

its values on a set with arbitrarily small measure.   Some results on singular func-

tions are also strengthened.   The results and the methods of this paper further

provide extensions of some results of Young, Tolstoff, Kronrod, Zahorski, Brudno,

Fort, Hájek, Filipczak, Neugebauer and Lipiñski on dérivâtes and the derivability

of a function.

1. Introduction. In this section we first give the nomenclature that is used

throughout the work, and then a discussion of the main results that are obtained.

We employ R to denote the set of real numbers, R to denote the set of ex-

tended real numbers and X to denote an arbitrary but fixed subset of R. Usually
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/denotes a real-valued function with domain X, but in §§4 and 5, unless other-

wise stated, the domain of /is assumed to be R.

1.1. Definition.   The bilateral lower and upper dérivâtes of a function

/: X —> R are denoted by Df and Df respectively, and the unilateral (Dini) déri-

vâtes of/are denoted as usual by D_f, D~f D+f and D+f. We call an extended

real number a a median derívate of / at x G X if either D_f\x) < a < D~fix) or

D+f(x) ^ a < D+fix), and when both the relations hold then a is called a bilateral

median derívate of /at x.  A point x G X is called in turn a £noi poz'nr of / if

Dfix) = -°° and £/(x) = +°°, and to be a bilateral knot point of /if D_fix) =

D+fix) = -°° and D'fix) = D+fix) = +°°.

1.2. Definition.   A subset F of X is said to be countable if it is finite or

countably infinite, and, following Halmos [20], E is called cocountable in X if its

complement X - E is countable.  Further, E is said to be meager in X if it is a

countable union of sets that are nowhere dense in X, E is nonmeager in X if it is

not meager in X, and F is residual in X if X - E is meager in X.   A nonempty

subset of X is said to be a portion of X if it is of the form X C\ I, where / is some

open interval in R, and the set X is called metrically dense-in-itself [21, p. 192] if

it contains in each of its portions a set that has a positive measure.

1.3. Definition.   If F is any local property of functions, we call a function

/: X —*■ R cocountably [or residually] P, or P cocountably [respectively residually]

everywhere, if the set of points where / possesses P is cocountable [respectively

residual] in X.   In particular, / is cocountably [residually] derivable if it has a

finite or infinite derivative at a cocountable [residual] set of points in X.

1.4. Definition.   If F is a local or global property of functions, a func-

tion /: X—*■ R is said to be nowhere P if it does not possess P on any portion of

X, and it is called intrinsically P if every portion of X contains a portion on which

/ possesses P.   When P is a local property, an intrinsically F function is also said

to be P intrinsically everywhere, and / is further said to be P intrinsically almost

everywhere when every portion of X contains a portion on which / possesses P

almost everywhere.

1.5. Definition.   Given a function f.X —* R and an a G R, we denote

by/a the function

400 - Ax) + ax,      xGX.

Let / be adequately increasing [decreasing] if there exists a real number a > 0

such that the function f_a   [fa] is increasing [decreasing] on X, and let/be

adequately monotone if it is either adequately increasing or adequately decreasing.

The function /is further said to be of monotonie type [43, p. 64] if the function

fa is monotone for some a G R.
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An adequately increasing function is thus (strictly) increasing, and its déri-

vâtes are bounded from below by a positive number.  The converse of the latter

part holds for functions with connected domain [30, p. 266], but not in general.

Further, a nowhere monotone function is clearly nowhere adequately monotone

as well as nowhere constant.  On the other hand, a singular function with a met-

rically dense-in-itself domain is also nowhere adequately monotone although it

may be constant or strictly monotone.  A function that is nowhere of monotonie

type is also known as a nowhere monotone function of the second species [12].

1.6. Definition.   Let a function f:X —*■ R be called Lipschitz if it satis-

fies the Lipschitz condition, and let /be lower or upper Lipschitz if the function

fa is increasing or decreasing respectively for some a G R.   Let, further, /be lower

or upper singular if its derivative is > 0 or < 0 respectively at almost all of the

points where it exists, and let /be called bisingular if it is lower and upper singular.

A function / is thus Lipschitz if and only if it is lower and upper Lipschitz,

and / is of monotonie type if and only if it is lower or upper Lipschitz.  Also, /

is singular if and only if it is a bisingular function of bounded variation.  Since

every almost everywhere nonderivable function is bisingular, the class of bisingular

functions is much wider.  In fact, as it follows from the Denjoy-Young-Saks theo-

rem [23, p. 186], /if bisingular if and only if it has a zero median derívate almost

everywhere, and /is lower singular if and only if Df> 0 almost everywhere.

We further need some new generalizations of continuity.  In analogy to a

localized version of the usual notion of regulated functions, we employ the following

1.7. Definition.   A function /: X —> R is said to be regulated at a point

x G X from the left [right] if the limit fix - 0) [fix + 0)] exists whenever x is

a limit point of X from the left [right], and /is regulated at x if it is so from

both the sides of x (i.e. if/does not have a discontinuity of the second kind at

x). We call / interned at x if it does not have an ordinary discontinuity (i.e. a

discontinuity of the first kind) there, or equivalently if/is continuous at x when-

ever it is regulated there.  Let, further, /be interned at x from the left or right

if it does not have an ordinary discontinuity on that side of x, and let /be bi-

laterally interned at x if it is interned there from both the sides.

It may be observed that every function /: X —► R is bilaterally interned

cocountably everywhere [21, p. 304], and that a Darboux function with a con-

nected domain is always bilaterally interned.  The notion "interned" may be com-

pared further with that of "internal" functions in [17].  The following decompo-

sitions of the above properties may in turn be compared with lower and upper

internal functions there.

1.8. Definition.   Let a function/: X—>R be lower [upper] interned at

x G X if fix - 0) < fix) < fix + 0)   [fix - 0) > fix) >fix + 0)] whenever / is
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regulated at x, where the left or the right inequality is assumed to hold when x

is an isolated point of X from the left or right respectively.  Let, further,/be

lower [upper] interned at x from the left or right if the left or right inequality

holds whenever fix - 0) or/(x + 0) exists respectively, and let/be bilaterally

lower [upper] interned at x if it is lower [upper] interned there from both the

sides. As usual,/is said to be (bilaterally) interned, or (bilaterally) lower or

upper interned, if it is so at every point of X.

Thus / is (bilaterally) interned at x G X if and only if it is (bilaterally) lower

and upper interned there.  It may be further noted that/is bilaterally lower in-

terned whenever it is lower Lipschitz, or, in particular, when / is nondecreasing.

1.9. Definition.   Let two points x and y of X be called a pair of contig-

uous points of X if X does not contain any point in between x and y, and let a

function /: X —► R be contiguously lower or upper interned if it is lower or upper

interned respectively at at least one of each pair of contiguous points of X. We

further call /contiguously interned if it is contiguously lower and upper interned.

Two points of a closed set X thus form a pair of contiguous points of the

set if and only if they are the endpoints of some contiguous (or complementary)

interval of X. Also, a function is always contiguously interned when its domain

has no contiguous points, e.g. when it is connected or bilaterally dense-in-itself.

We first investigate in §2 some intrinsic properties of functions (see 1.4 for

definition) in terms of their bilateral dérivâtes.  Let X C R.   A contiguously upper

interned function (see 1.9)/: X—* R is proved in Theorem 2.3 to be adequately

increasing (see 1.5) on some portion of X whenever Df > 0 at a nonmeager set of

points in X.   In case / is contiguously interned, it follows that / is of monotonie

type (see 1.5) on some portion of X whenever the set of its knot points (see 1.1)

is not residual in X.   This provides a strengthening of some of the results of

Tolstoff [36], Filipczak [6] and Neugebauer [31].  Extending some earlier results

on nowhere monotone functions [10], [12], [16], we prove in Theorem 2.9 that

if a contiguously interned function /: X —*■ R is nowhere adequately monotone

(see 1.4, 1.5), then it has a zero median derívate residually everywhere (see 1.1,

1.3), and if/is nowhere of monotonie type, there exists a residual set of points

in X where every extended real number is a median derívate of /

When a function /: X —► R has its dérivâtes finite at a nonmeager set of

points in X, it is proved in Theorem 2.13 to be Lipschitz (see 1.6) on some por-

tion of X.   This yields an extension of a result of Fort [7] on discontinuous func-

tions.  Neither of the Theorems 2.3 and 2.13 remains valid on replacing the non-

meager set in its hypothesis by a set of positive measure (see Remarks 2.8 and

2.15).  If Df> 0 at a set of points which has a positive measure, then according

to Proposition 2.18, /is adequately increasing on some nonempty metrically
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dense-in-itself perfect set in X. When X has a finite measure and the knot points

of/form a set of measure zero, we further prove in Theorem 2.20 that/can be

made Lipschitz by altering its values on a set with arbitrarily small measure.  This

result has been proved by Rjazanov [33] for functions of bounded variation de-

fined on a compact interval.

When the domain X of/consists of almost all the points of some interval in

R, extending a well-known result on absolutely continuous functions, / is proved

in Proposition 2.24 to be nondecreasing if and only if it is lower absolutely con-

tinuous and lower singular (see 1.6, 2.23), and in case / is only lower singular, it

is further proved in Theorem 2.26 to be nondecreasing on some portion of X

whenever the set of points where Df = -°° and Df > 0 is not residual in X.   This

in turn provides refinements of two earlier results on singular functions [15].

In §3 we obtain from Theorem 2.3 and itsLemma2.2 extensions of some

known properties of bilateral dérivâtes to functions defined on an arbitrary set

X C R.   Besides the extension, our proofs are unified and much simpler than the

original ones.  Let /: X —► R.   Extending first a result of W. H. Young [38], the

set of points where /has at least one derívate infinite is proved in Theorem 3.1 to

be Gs relative to X.   A result of Kronrod [25] follows from this theorem with

its extension.  For every a G R, the set {x G X: Df< a} is proved in Theorem

3.4 to be of the form G6 U C, where the first set is Gs relative to X and C is a

countable set at no point of which / is bilaterally upper interned (see 1.8).  This

in turn provides improvement of some of the results of Brudno [2], Zahorski

[41] and Hájek [19].  A similar result is obtained in Proposition 3.9 for the set

of points where /has a median derívate a (G R), and this yields a strengthened

form of a recent result of Lipiriski [27] on singular functions. Theorem 3.12 is

an extension of the well-known result of Zahorski [39], [40] and Brudno [2] on

the set of points of nonderivability of /

Let, now,/be a lower interned function (see 1.8) with domain R.   In §4

we investigate the nature of dérivâtes of/at the set N(f) of points in no neighbor-

hood of which / is nondecreasing.  If Df > 0 at a dense set of points in R, f is

proved in Theorem 4.7 to have a zero median derívate residually everywhere in

N(f). This yields the following property of median dérivâtes of a lower interned

function:  If/has a median derívate > a (G R) at a dense set of points and a

median derivate < a at some point, then it has a median derívate a at a set of

points whose power is c.   This property was established by A. P. Morse [29] for

the unilateral derivate D+f of a continuous function.  As a consequence of this

property we have:  If Df > 0 at a dense set of points and / has a zero median

derivate only at a set of points whose power is < c, then / is increasing.

Swiatkowski [35] proved this result for cocountably derivable (see 1.3) Darboux
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functions for which there exists an a > 0 such that / has a derivative > a at a

dense set of points.

When a lower interned function /: R —> R is lower singular, it is proved in

Theorem 4.11 to have Df=-°° and Df>0 residually everywhere in N(f). It

follows that a function /: R —► R is nondecreasing if and only if it is lower in-

terned and lower singular and the points where Df = -°° and Df>0 form a set

whose power is < c. The sufficiency part of this result is the well-known theorem

of Goldowski [18] and Tonelli [37] on cocountably derivable continuous func-

tions, which was extended by Zahorski [41] to Darboux functions.  In case of

bilaterally interned functions (see 1.7), the above two theorems on N(f) follow

directly from Theorem 2.9 on nowhere adequately monotone functions (see

Remark 4.14).

Finally, we obtain in §5 extensions of some known properties of a deriva-

tive. Generalizing a result of Zahorski [41], the derivative of a function/: X—*R

is proved in Theorem 5.1 to be always in Baire class 1 relative to the set of

points where it exists.  If /: R —► R is a bilaterally interned function with sym-

metrical dérivâtes, we deduce from Theorem 2.9 the Darboux and the mean-value

properties of the median dérivâtes of/(see 5.4), and when/is further cocountably

derivable, the usual mean-value theorem holds for / and its derivative possesses

the Darboux property relative to the set of points where it exists (see 5.6 and 5.7).

In case of a bilaterally interned function that is cocountably derivable and non-

angular (see 5.8), Theorem 2.3 leads to the Denjoy property of its derivative

relative to the set of points where it exists (see 5.10).  A result of Marcus [28] is

also extended to the stationary sets of derivatives of interned functions.

Some of the above results were obtained in connection with the investiga-

tions of a new generalization of the notion of derivative [17].  The methods of

the present paper also lead to new results, and improvements of some of the

known ones, on approximate and symmetric dérivâtes which will appear subse-

quently.

2.  Intrinsic properties in terms of bilateral dérivâtes.  In this section, unless

otherwise stated, / is a real-valued function defined on an arbitrary set X of real

numbers.  For the notation X* employed at the end of this section see 2.23. The

results of the present section remain, in fact, valid if their continuity hypotheses

hold only intrinsically everywhere.

2.1. Notation.   Given a function/: X—► R and a natural number k, we

denote by Ak(f) the set of points x in X for which fit) < fix) whenever

t G X n (x - l/k, x) and fit) > fix) when tGXnix,x + Ilk).

The following lemma on the set Afc(/) is used throughout the paper (see 1.7
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and 1.8 for definitions):

2.2. Lemma. ///: X—+R and k is any natural number, the set Ak(f) con-

tains all of its bilateral limit points that are in X.

Moreover, if x G X is a limit point of Ak(f) from some side, then f is regu-

lated and lower interned at x from that side, and Ak(f) contains x whenever fis

upper interned there from the side in question.

Proof.  Let x G X and A denote the set Ak(f) for brevity.

Let, first, x be a bilateral limit point of A and î£I   When x - l/k <t <

x, there exists a point Xj in A such that t < xx < x, and so we have fit) <

/(Xj) </(x).  In case x < t <x + l/k, there similarly exists a point x2 in A such

that x < x2 < t, and we have fix) </(x2) < fit). Hence x G A.

Let, next, x be a unilateral limit point of A, say from the left.  Then there

exists an increasing sequence {x,} of distinct points in A such that x - l/k <

x¡ < x for every /' and x¡ converges to x.   As {/(x,)} is then a nondecreasing se-

quence of real numbers bounded from above by fix), it converges to a limit

</(x). Moreover, for every t G X n (xx, x), there exists an / for which x¡ < t <

x/+ j, so that fix¡) < fit) < fixi+ j ).  Hence fix - 0) exists and we have

fix-0)=hmfixi)<fix),
J-+0O

i.e. /is regulated and lower interned at x from the left.

In case / is upper interned at x from the left, we have fix) </(x - 0),

whence fix) = lim^^ fix¡).  Let, again, r G X.   If x - l/k < t < x, we still have

fit) </(x) as above.  In case x < t < x + l/k, there exists an z"0 for which t <

xf   + l//c, and then for every i > i0 we have x¡ < t < x{ + l/k, so that fit) >

fix¡). Thus we have fit) > lim^Âx,) = fix), and so x G A.

The proof is similar when x is a limit point of A from the right.

2.3. Theorem.   Let a function f.X —* R be contiguously upper interned.

(a) If Df>0 at a nonmeager set of points in X, then f is adequately in-

creasing on some portion of X.

(b) In case Df>-°° at a nonmeager set of points in X, then f is lower

Lipschitz on some portion of X.

Proof.   (See 1.5, 1.6, 1.9.) (a) Using the notations in 1.5 and 2.1, it may

be easily verified that

{xeX:Df>0}C [J Ak(f_1/k),
k=l
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and so in the present case there exists a natural number k for which the set A =

Afc(/-i/fc) is dense in some portion X0 of X.   Clearly, X0 may be assumed to

have its diameter < l/k.   It would suffice to show the function /_ j ,k to be non-

decreasing on X0, for then the function f_1/2k would be increasing on X0.

Let x, y G X0 and x < y.  If X O (x, y) is nonempty, the interval (x, y)

contains a point t of A, and since y -x < l/k, then we have

/_1/fcW</_1/fc(0</-i/fc(K)-

Now suppose that X n (x, j>) is empty.   Then, according to the hypothesis, / is

upper interned at one of the points x and y, say at x. Since x is an isolated point

of X from the right, / becomes regulated at x whenever fix - 0) exists, and so /

is upper interned at* from the left. The function/_^fc is then also upper interned

at x from the left.  If x is an isolated point of X, then A being dense in X0,

it is clear that x G A, and in case x is a limit point of X, it is a limit point of A

from the left, whence it follows from 2.2 that x G A.  Hence we have once again

/_i/fc(x) ^/-i/fcOO' proving thereby that/_x,fc is nondecreasing on XQ.

(b) Since {x G X: Df >-<*>} = Ufc=i {* G X- Df>-k}, in this case

there exists a natural number k for which Dfk > 0 at a nonmeager set of points in

X. As fk is also contiguously upper interned, it is increasing by above on some

portion of X, and then / is lower Lipschitz on that portion of X. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Following are some immediate consequences of 2.3 (see 1.1—1.6):

2.4. Corollary.  Let a function f: X—► R be contiguously upper interned,

where X is a Gs set in R.  If Df>0 or Df> -°° residually everywhere, then

f is intrinsically adequately increasing or intrinsically lower Lipschitz respectively.

2.5. Corollary. Let a function f:X —► R be contiguously interned. If

the set K of knot points of f is not residual in X, then f is of monotonie type on

some portion of X, and in case K is meager in X and X is Gs, then fis intrinsi-

cally of monotonie type.

2.6. Corollary.   Let a function f:X —*■ R be contiguously interned,

where X is a Gs set in R.  Iff has a derivative a (G R) residually everywhere,

then the function fß is intrinsically adequately increasing for every real number

ß>-a and it is intrinsically adequately decreasing for every ß<-a.

2.7. Corollary. If a contiguously upper interned function f: X—► R is

upper singular and X is metrically dense-in-itself then ¿)/ < 0 residually everywhere.

Proof.   Let, if possible, Df> 0 at a nonmeager set of points in X. Then
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there exists, by 2.3(a), a real number a > 0 for which the function f_a is increas-

ing on some portion X0 oí X.  But then, according to Lebesgue's theorem [23,

p. 122],/has a derivative > a > 0 almost everywhere in X0, and since XQ con-

tains a set with positive measure, this contradicts the upper singularity of/.

2.8. Remarks,  (a) The converse of each part of 2.3 holds when X is

dense-in-itself and Gs. The converse of 2.4 or 2.6 holds when X is dense-in-itself,

and the converse of either part of 2.5 is valid in general.

(b) In connection with 2.3(a) it may be observed that even if Df> 0 every-

where, the function / need not be increasing on its entire domain unless the latter

is connected [30, p. 266].  If the inequality "Z)/> 0" in 2.3(a) is weakened to

"Df> 0", the function / need not be nondecreasing on any portion of X even if

Xis connected and /is Lipschitz; for the Köpcke's everywhere derivable nowhere

monotone function [24] is Lipschitz [10, footnote 8] and has a zero derivative

residually everywhere [10, p. 176]. Also, on replacing the term "at a nonmeager

set of points" by "almost everywhere", 2.3(a) does not hold in general for lipschitz

functions with a connected domain; for if {£"„} is a decomposition of [0, 1] into

a sequence of measurable sets each of which is metrically dense in [0, 1 ], and if

\pE denotes the characteristic function of E, then the function

Ax)=f*0   t^En(x)dx,      0<x<l,
n=\

is Lipschitz and has, for each n, a derivative l/n at almost every point of En-

In case the term "at a nonmeager set of points" in 2.3(a) is replaced only by "at

a set of points whose measure is positive", then / need not be even nondecreasing

on any portion of X as evidenced again by Köpcke's function [11, p. 666].

Furthermore, on replacing the term "at a nonmeager set of points" by "almost

everywhere", 2.3(b) also does not hold in general for absolutely continuous func-

tions with connected domain; for there exists an absolutely continuous function

on [0, 1] which has a derivative -°° at a dense set of points (see Choquet [3,

Theorem 26] ).

(c) If the set of knot points of / has measure zero instead of being not

residual or meager in X, 2.5 also ceases to hold in general; for there exists [8] a

continuous nowhere monotone singular function on [0, 1 ] and such a function is

nowhere of monotonie type (see 2.25(b)). The first part of 2.5 strengthens the

following result of Tolstoff [36, p. 644] :  If a continuous function / with a per-

fect domain X is derivable at a nonmeager set of points in X, then / has bounded

variation on some portion of X.  For, a function of monotonie type is clearly a

difference of two monotone functions, and so has bounded variation on every
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bounded portion of its domain that contains its bounds.  Since an intrinsically

monotonie type function is thus intrinsically cocountably continuous and has a

finite derivative intrinsically almost everywhere, and since a function with a con-

nected domain is always contiguously interned, the second part of 2.5 strengthens

in turn Theorem 2 of [9] and Theorems 1, 3 and 4 of Filipczak [6] on residual

derivability of a function.  It also generalizes Theorems 8 and 9 of Neugebauer

[31] on measurable smooth functions, for such functions have symmetrical déri-

vâtes residually everywhere [31, Theorem 10]. When Xis metrically dense-in-

itself, it further follows from 2.5 that the set of points of derivability of a con-

tiguously interned function /: X —► R has a positive measure whenever it is non-

meager in X   The converse is false as evidenced again by a continuous nowhere

monotone singular function (see 2.27).

The following theorem strengthens two recent results [16, Corollary 5.1,

Theorem 7] on nowhere monotone Darboux functions with connected domain

(see 1.1, 1.4, 1.5):

2.9. Theorem.   Let a function /: X —* R be contiguously interned.  Iff

is nowhere adequately monotone, then it has a zero median derivate residually

everywhere.

In case f is nowhere of monotonie type, then there exists a residual set of

points in X where every extended real number is a median derivate of f.

Proof.  There exists, by G. C. Young's theorem [23, p. 182], a countable

set C in X such that at every point of X - C we have D_ f < D+f and D+f <

D~f.  Thus at each point x G X - C, the two intervals [D_fix), D~fix)] and

[D+fix), D+fix)] of median dérivâtes of/are intersecting, and so [Dfix), Dfix)]

is the set of median dérivâtes of/at x. Moreover, since X is dense-in-itself in

each of the above two cases, the set C is meager in X.

If /is nowhere adequately monotone, then according to 2.3(a) there exists

a residual set of points H in X where Df < 0 < Df, and then the set H - C is also

residual in X and / has a zero median derivate at each of its points.  In case / is

nowhere of monotonie type, then according to 2.5 the set K of its knot points is

residual in X, and then the set K - C is again residual in X and at each of its

points R is the set of median dérivâtes of/

2.10. Corollary.  Let a function f: X—* R be contiguously interned.

(a) 77ze points where f has a median derivate a (G R) form a set that is

residual in every portion of X in which it is dense.

(b) 77ze knot points of falso form a set that is residual in every portion

of X in which it is dense.
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Proof.   Since a function is nowhere adequately monotone whenever it has

a zero median derívate at a dense set of points, the part (a) follows for finite a

on applying the first part of 2.9 to the function f_a, and for infinite a it follows

in turn from 2.3(b).   Further, since a function is nowhere of monotonie type

whenever it has a dense set of knot points, the part (b) follows from the second

part of 2.9.

In case of residually derivable functions with the help of 2.6 we get

2.11. Corollary.   If X is Gs and a contiguously interned function

f:X —► R is residually derivable and nowhere adequately monotone, then the func-

tion fa is intrinsically adequately increasing for every real number a > 0 and it is

intrinsically adequately decreasing for every a < 0.

2.12. Remark.  The converse of each part of 2.9 holds when X is Gs.

When a contiguously interned function/: X—*■ R is nondecreasing, it follows

from 2.10(a) that the set of points where Df= 0 is residual in every portion of

Xin which it is dense (see Lipiriski [27, Lemma 1]).  The part (b) of 2.10 may

be compared on the other hand with Theorem 2 of Brudno [2] and with Proposi-

tion 3' of [12].

2.13. Theorem.  Let E be the set of points where a function f:X —* R

has at least one derívate infinite.  If E is not residual in X, then f is Lipschitz on

some portion of X, and in case E is meager in X and X is Gs, then f is intrinsically

Lipschitz.

Proof.   For every natural number k, let

¿k = Ak(fk) n Ak(~ /-*)•

It is easy to verify that X- E = [Jk=lAk. If E is not residual in X, then there

exists a natural number k such that Ak is dense in some portion X0 of X. We

may further assume X0 to have a diameter < l/k.

If x G X is a limit point of Ak from the left, then by 2.2 the functions fk

and - f_k are both lower interned at x from the left.  Thus / is interned at x

from the left, and so are in turn the functions fk and -f_k. It now follows from

2.2 that x G Ak. The set Ak contains similarly each of its limit points in X from

the right.  Thus Ak is closed relative to X, and so we have X0 C Ak. As the diam-

eter of X0 is < 1/fc, both the functions fk and -f_k are nondecreasing on X0,

and so /is Lipschitz on X0.

This proves the first part of 2.13, from which the second part follows with-

out difficulty.

M. K. Fort [7] proved that if a function /: R —* R is discontinuous at a
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dense set of points, then the points where /has a finite derivative form a meager

set. Since such a function is clearly nowhere Lipschitz, we obtain from 2.13 the

following extension of Fort's theorem:

2.14. Corollary.   If a function /: X —* R is nowhere Lipschitz, then

there exists a residual set of points in X where at least one derivate of fis infinite.

2.15. Remark. The converse of the first part of 2.13 holds when X is Gs,

and the converse of its second part is always valid. As before, if the set E in 2.13

has measure zero instead of being not residual or meager in X, the result does not

hold even for absolutely continuous functions with connected domain; for there

exists an absolutely continuous function on [0, 1] which has an infinite derivative

at a dense set of points [3, Theorem 26].

The converse of 2.14 also holds when X is G6. If a nowhere Lipschitz

function /: X—* R is continuous at a dense set of points, then according to 2.14

there exists a residual set of points in X where / is continuous but does not have

a finite derivative (compare with Fort [7, p. 409] ).

Besides a weaker condition for a residually derivable function to be intrinsi-

cally Lipschitz, the following proposition gives a curious property of such functions

when they are nowhere Lipschitz (see Choquet [3, Theorem 26] for an example):

2.16. Proposition.  Let a contiguously interned function /: X —► R be

residually derivable and X be Gs.

(a) /// is nowhere Lipschitz, then the function fa is intrinsically monotone

for every real number a.

(b) // every portion of X contains a set dense in some portion of X such

that f has a bounded median derivate at the points of this set, then f is intrinsically

Lipschitz.

Proof,  (a) Let X0 be an arbitrary portion of X.   According to 2.5, X0

contains a portion Xj on which/is lower or upper Lipschitz, say lower Lipschitz.

Since /is nowhere Lipschitz, there exists by 2.14 a residual set of points in Xt

where at least one derivate of/is infinite, and since Df is bounded from below

on Xj, we have in fact Df = +°° residually everywhere in Xx.  It now follows

from the hypothesis that / has a derivative + °° residually everywhere in Xx, and

so, by 2.6, the function fa is intrinsically increasing on Xt for every a G R.

(b)  Suppose there exists a portion X0 of X on no portion of which / is

Lipschitz.  According to the above proof, X0 contains a portion Xj on which

either fa is intrinsically increasing for every a G R, or it is intrinsically decreasing

for every a G R, say the former.  By hypothesis there exists a portion X2 of Xx

and a real number ß > 0 such that / has a median derivate < ß at a dense set of
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points in X2. But then Df_2ß = Df- 2ß < ß - 2ß < 0 at a dense set of points

in X2, so that/_2(3 cannot be increasing on any portion of X2, a contradiction.

Although the converse of 2.16(b) is trivially valid, the converse of 2.16(a)

does not hold in general as is evident from a constant function.

Next, we investigate the properties of a function for which one of the con-

ditions of 2.3 holds at a set of points whose measure is positive.

2.17. Definition.   Let a function /: X —► R be called piecewise adequate-

ly increasing if it has an extension g: R —* R for which there exists a partition

of R into finitely many intervals such that g is adequately increasing on the inte-

rior of every interval of the partition.

2.18. Proposition.  Let f:X —*■ R, where X is a measurable set in R with

a finite measure.  If Df>0 almost everywhere, then for every e > 0 there exists

a piecewise adequately increasing function g: X —* R such that

m{xGX:fix)*gix)}<e.

Proof.   Let E be the set of points in X where Df > 0, and let, for every

natural number k, Ek = E D Ak(f_1,k). Then Ek increases to E as k tends to

°°, where miX - E) -■ 0, and so E is measurable.  Also, since Ek contains by 2.2

all of its bilateral limit points that are in E, it is of the form E D (F - F0) =

FnC8, and so is measurable.  Hence, given e > 0, there exists a natural number

k such that miE - Ek) < e/2. There further exists a compact set K C Ek such

that miEk - K) < e/2, and then we have

miX-K) = miX-E) + m(E-Ek) + miEk~K)< e.

If x, y G K, x < y and y - x < 1 /£, we clearly have f_xikix) <f_x ¡kiy).

The function f_1ik is thus nondecreasing on every portion of K whose finite

contiguous intervals are all in length < l/k. It is easy to extend /_ j/k/K to a

piecewise nondecreasing function g on R, and then the restriction of gl,k to X

is piecewise adequately increasing and it coincides with / on K.

2.19. Corollary.  // a function f: X —> R has Df> 0 at a measurable

set of points with a positive measure, then there exists a nonempty metrically

dense-in-itself perfect set P C X on which fis adequately increasing.

Proof.  According to the hypothesis there exists a measurable set E C X

such that 0 < m(£) < °° and Df > 0 at every point of E. Putting g = f/E, it is

clear that Dg > 0 at every point of E, and so by 2.18 there exists a set EQ C E

with a positive measure such that g is adequately increasing on ¿0.  Now, accord-

ing to a theorem of Luzin [21, p. 192], there exists a metrically dense-in-itself
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perfect set P C E0 such that miEQ - P) < VimiE^. Then miP) > 0 and / is

adequately increasing on P.

The following theorem has been proved by Rjazanov [33] for functions of

bounded variation with a compact connected domain:

2.20. Theorem.  Let f: X —► R, where X is a measurable set in R with a

finite measure.  If the knot points of f form a set of measure zero, then for every

e > 0 there exists a Lipschitz function g: X —*■ R such that

m{xeX:f(x)¥^gix)}<e.

Proof.   Let A be the set of points in X where / does not have any infinite

bilateral derivate.  Then with the help of the Denjoy-Young-Saks theorem, we

have m(X - A) = 0.  Further, for every natural number k, let

O) Ak = Akifk)nAki-f_k).

According to 2.2, Ak is a G& set relative to X, and so is measurable.  Also Ak

increases to the measurable set A as k tends to °°. Hence, given e > 0, there

exists a natural number k such that m(A - Ak) < e/2.  There further exists a

compact set K C Ak such that m(Ak - K) < e/2, and then we have w(X - K) < e.

Let gix) = fix) at every point x G K and let g be defined linearly on the

bounded closed contiguous intervals of K and be constant on the two unbounded

closed contiguous intervals of K.  Let I = {[a¡, b¡] : i = 1, 2, . . . , «} be the set

of those bounded closed contiguous intervals of K whose lengths are > l/k (which

is clearly finite), and let

(2) M = maxu V
1 </<»}.

We wish to show that

(3) \giy)-gix)\<M\y-x\

for every pair of points x, y in R. Let (x, y) G p if and only if (3) holds.  It can

be easily verified that p is an equivalence relation.  It would, therefore, suffice to

show that (x, y) G p whenever x < y and y - x < l/k. When x, y G K (C Ak),

we have, according to (1), /fe(x) <fk(y) and ~f_kix) < -f_kiy), whence

-kiy - x) < giy) - gix) <k(y- x),

and so (x, y) G p.  If x, y are in one and the same closed contiguous interval /

of K, the result is trivial when / is unbounded, and otherwise, since g is linear on

/, the result follows from (2) when IE J and from the above otherwise (for then

mil) < \/k). When x, y are not in one and the same contiguous interval of K, if
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x ox y still belongs to some contiguous interval of K, due to the transitivity of p it

can be replaced by the right or left endpoint of that interval respectively, and then

x, y G K, whence the result follows once again from above.

Thus g is a Lipschitz function, and since miX-K) < e, its restriction to Zmay

be taken as the required function.

2.21. Corollary. ///: X—* R and X0 is a measurable subset of X with

a finite measure at no point of which f has a knot point, then for every e > 0

there exists a metrically dense-in-itself perfect set P C X0 such that miX0 - P) <

e and f is Lipschitz on P.

Proof.   It is clear that the function g = f/X0 has nowhere a knot point,

and so there exists by 2.20 a measurable set E C X0 such that miXa - E) < e/2
i

and g is Lipschitz relative to E. If the measure of E is zero we may take P to be

the empty set, otherwise there exists a metrically dense-in-itself perfect set P C E

such that miE - P) < e/2. Then m(Z0 - P) < e and / is Lipschitz on P.

If one of the conditions of 2.3 and 2.13 is satisfied only at an uncountable

set of points, we still have the following

2.22. Proposition.  Let f: X—*■ R where X is a Borel set in R.  Iff has

Df> 0, Df>-°° or both of its bilateral dérivâtes finite at uncountably many

points, then there exists a nonempty perfect set P C X such that f is adequately

increasing, lower Lipschitz or Lipschitz respectively on P.

Proof.   Suppose first that Df > 0 at uncountably many points.  Then since

{xG*:¿y>0}C Ü Afc(/_1/fc),
fc=i

there exists a natural number k for which the set A = Akif_1,k) is uncountable.

Since A is Gs relative to X by 2.2, it is an uncountable Borel set in R, and so it

contains by the Alexandrov-Hausdorff theorem [26, p. 447] a nonempty perfect

set P.  We may clearly assume P to have its diameter < Ilk, and then f_l,k is non-

decreasing on P, whence / is adequately increasing on P.

If Df>-°° at uncountably many points, then since

{xGX:Df>-°°} =  (J   {xGX:Df>-k},
fc=i

there exists a natural number k such that Dfk > 0 at uncountably many points.

Hence, by above, there exists a nonempty perfect set P C X on which fk is ade-

quately increasing, and then / is lower Lipschitz on P.

If, at last,/has both of its bilateral dérivâtes finite at uncountably many

points, then since
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{x GX: - °°<Df<Df< + 00} C  0  {Ak(fk)nAk(-f_k)},
k=l

there exists a natural number k for which the set B = Ak(fk) n Afc(-/_fc) is un-

countable.  It follows from 2.2 as above that B is a Borel set, and so it contains

a nonempty perfect set P with diameter < l/k.  It is now easy to verify that /is

Lipschitz on P.

Finally, we obtain in this section extensions of some known results on

singular functions.

2.23. Definition.   Let a function /: X —*■ R be lower or upper absolutely

continuous if for every e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0 such that for every finite family

{[a¡, b¡] : 1 < i < n} of nonoverlapping intervals with endpoints in X, whenever

SjL j ib¡ - a¡) < 5, we have

n

Z {Abi)-fiai)}>-e or <e respectively.
1=1

We further employ X* to denote a set that consists of almost all the points of

some interval in R.

A function / is thus absolutely continuous if and only if it is lower and

upper absolutely continuous, and/is further lower absolutely continuous when-

ever it is lower Lipschitz. The following proposition is an extension of a well-

known theorem [34, p. 225] on absolutely continuous functions with connected

domain (see 1.6):

2.24. Proposition.   A function f: X* —*■ R is nondecreasing if and only

if it is lower absolutely continuous and lower singular.

Proof.   Necessity of the conditions is obvious.  To prove their sufficiency,

suppose / is lower absolutely continuous and lower singular but is not nondecreas-

ing.  Then there exist two points a, b in X* such that a < b and fia) > fib). Put-

ting e = {fia) -fib)} l ib - a) and g = f£, we have e > 0 and gia) = gib).

As the function g is equally lower absolutely continuous, there exists a S > 0

such that for every finite set of nonoverlapping intervals {[a¡, b¡] : 1 < / < «}

with endpoints in X*, whenever 2"_j(ij - a¡) < 3, we have

O) tísibi)-giaí)}>-e-^^.
j=i *

It can be easily verified by a standard argument that g is a difference of two non-

decreasing functions, and so is derivable almost everywhere. Let E denote the set

of points in X* n (a, b) where g has a derivative > e.  According to the hypothesis
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the set E covers almost all the points of [a, b]. Moreover, for every x G E there

exists a decreasing sequence {xk} of points in X* O (a, b) such that xk converges

to x and, for every k, we have

(2) «(**)-«to >§(**-*).

Putting Ikix) = [x, xk] for every k, the family {/fe(x): x G E, k = 1, 2, . . . } is

a Vitali cover of E, and so, by the Vitali covering theorem, there exists a finite

family {Ik{x¿): 1 <i <«} of mutually disjoint intervals in the above cover such

that

(3) m\E-\JIk (*,.) [ < min {5, (i - a)/2}.
f=i

If {[a¡, b¡] : 1 < i < « + 1} denote the remaining subintervals of [a, b], then

n+l

Z (*, - «<) = m ha, b] - y 4.ÍX,-) = m ¿ - y '*,.(*,) < s,

and so, by (1) and (2), we have

gib)-giß) = Z {g{xk)-gix¡)} + Z   W -&,)}
/=i ' /=i

n+l
(trfh .1 - <r(n \\

> t |(^ - ̂ ) - f 0 - a) = | W Û /»^ - ̂ 2
1 !'

Thus, by (3), we have gib) - gia) > 0, which is a contradiction.

Following are two consequences of 2.24, the first of which is well known

for connected X*, and the second is known [12, p. 85] for continuous singular

functions (see 1.6):

2.25. Corollary.  Let a function f: X* —*■ R be bisingular.

(a) If fis absolutely continuous then it is constant.

(b) /// is nowhere monotone then it is nowhere of monotonie type.

2.26. Theorem.   If a function f:X* —> R is lower singular and the set of

points where Df = -°° and Df>0 is not residual in X*, then f is nondecreasing

on some portion ofX*.

Proof.   Since X* is metrically dense-in-itself and has no contiguous points,

we have, by 2.7, Df>0 residually everywhere in X*. Hence, according to the

hypothesis, there exists a nonmeager set of points in X* where Df > -°°.  It now

follows from 2.3(b) that /is lower Lipschitz on some portion of X*, and, by 2.24,

/ is nondecreasing on that portion of X*.
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The above theorem yields the following strengthening of Theorems 1(a)

and 2(a) of [15]:

2.27. Corollary.  If a lower singular function /: X* —* R is nowhere

nondecreasing, then Df = -°° and Df>0 residually everywhere.

In case fis bisingular and nowhere monotone, then it has a knot point

residually everywhere.

2.28. Corollary. Let X* be Gs and f: X* —*■ R be residually derivable.

Iff is iintrinsically) lower singular, then it is intrinsically nondecreasing, and if f

is bisingular then it is intrinsically constant.

3.  Properties of bilateral dérivâtes and points of derivability.  In this section

/continues to be a real-valued function defined on an arbitrary set X in R.  A

subset of X would be called an F0, G6, FaS or GSa set if it is so with respect to

the relative topology of X

The following theorem was proved by W. H. Young [38] for connected X,

which was also rediscovered later by Brudno [2] :

3.1. Theorem (W. H. Young).   77ze points where a function fi.X —* R has

at least one derivate infinite form a Gs set {relative to X).

Proof.   Let A denote the set of points in X where / does not have an in-

finite derivate.  Then a point x G A is either an isolated point of X or we have

Df>-°° and Df< +«> at x.  Putting, for every natural number k (see 1.5, 2.1),

Ak = Ak(fk) n Ak{-f_k), we have A = \Jk=lAk.  As we saw in the proof of

2.13, the set Ak is closed relative to X for every natural number k.   Hence A is

Fa and the required set is in turn G6 relative to X

Following is a theorem of Kronrod [25] (for connected X) for which 3.1

provides a simple proof with an extension:

3.2. Corollary (Kronrod).   // the set of points where a function

f: X—► R is discontinuous is not G5, then there exists an uncountable set of

points where fis continuous but does not have a finite derivative, and this set has

power c when X is a Borel set.

Proof.   Let D denote the set of points in X where / is discontinuous, and

E be the set of points where at least one derivate of /is infinite.  Then D C E,

where D is F0 and E is Gs.  If E - D is countable, then it is an Fa set, and so

we have D = E - {E - D) G G6, contrary to the hypothesis.  Hence E - D is

uncountable. When X is a Borel set in R, since E - D = Gs - F0 is G6 relative

to X, E - D is also a Borel subset of R, and so it has power c by Souslin's theo-

rem [26, p. 479].
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3.3. Remark. The result 3.2 ceases to hold if the term "finite" is deleted

from it.  For there exists [9, Theorem 1'] an everywhere derivable function

on [0, 1] whose points of discontinuity form a countable dense set, and since this

set is meager, it cannot be Gs. Also, if a function has a finite derivative at each

of its points of continuity, it follows from 3.2 that its points of discontinuity

form an ambiguous set of class 1 (see Kronrod [25]).

3.4. Theorem. Iff: X—* Rand aGR, then the set {x G X: Df< a] is

of the form Gs U C, where C is a countable set at no point of which f is bilater-

ally upper interned.

Proof.   (See 1.8.)  Let X0 denote the set of isolated points of X, E be the

set of points in X where /is not bilaterally upper interned, and let, for every

aGR,Ha= {xGX:Df<a}.

Considering first a = 0, we have

X-H0=X0U{xGX:Df>0}=  \J Afc(/_ 1/fc).
fc=i

For every natural number k, the set Akif_ljk) contains, according to 2.2, all of

its bilateral limit points in X and those of its unilateral limit points which are in

X- E.   Thus Akif-xjk) = Fk- Ck, where Fk is closed relative to X and Ck is a

countable subset of E.   Hence

X-HQ= \JiFk-Ck) = Fa-C,
k=l

where the first set is F0 relative tö X and C C \Jk-x Ck, whence C is again a

countable subset of E.   This proves the result for a = 0.

For a general aGR the result follows on applying the above to the function

f_a.  For a = + °° we have H+a, = X- X0, and this is clearly Gs since X0 is

countable.  For a = -°° we have H_x = \r\k°:=lH_k, and the result follows from

that on H_k for each k.

As a consequence of 3.4 we obtain the following result of Hájek [19] who

proved it for connected X:

3.5. Corollary (Hâjek).   For every function f: X —* R, its bilateral

dérivâtes Df and Df are in Baire class 2 relative to the set of points where they

are defined.

Proof. Let E denote the set of nonisolated points of X. For every aGR,

the set {x G E: Df<a} is by 3.4 simultaneously FaS and G6a relative to E, and

so the sets
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OO

{x GE:Df> a}    and    {x G E: Df< a} =  \J {x GE: Df<a - l/k}
fc=i

are both Gô a relative to E. Since every open set in R is a countable union of

intervals of the form (a, +°°] and [-°°, a), a G R, or their intersections, it follows

from the Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem [26, p. 393] that £>/is in Baire class 2.

On applying this to the function - / one obtains the result for Df

It also follows from 3.4 that if a subset X0 of X contains a dense set of

points where / is bilaterally upper interned and Df < a (G R), or if X0 contains

in each of its portions uncountably many points where Df < a, then Df<a

residually everywhere in XQ.  Furthermore, since/is bilaterally upper interned at

every point where Df < +°°, we get

3.6. Corollary. ///: X —► R, a G R and a subset X0 of X contains a

dense set of points where Df < a, then £>/<<* residually everywhere in X0.

3.7. Corollary. 77ze knot points of a function f: X —* R form a set of

the form G& U C, where C is a countable set at no point of which f is bilaterally

interned.

3.8. Remark.    The results 3.4 and 3.7 were obtained by Brudno [2,

Lemma 4, Theorem 2] for connected X except for the nature of/at the points

of C.   According to 3.4 the set {x G X: Df < a} becomes Gô whenever / is bi-

laterally upper interned.  This in turn has been proved by Zahorski [41, Lemma

8] for cocountably derivable Darboux functions with connected domain.

3.9. Proposition. ///: X —*■ R and a G R, the set E of points where f

has a median derivate a is of the form Gs U C, where C is a countable set at no

point of which fis bilaterally interned.

Moreover, the set E is residual in X whenever f has a derivative a at a dense

set of points in X.

Proof.   Let A be the set of points in X where Df<,a<Df   Clearly, E is

a subset of A. If x G A - E, since / does not have a median derivate a at x, x is

a bilateral limit point of X and either D~f< a < D+/or D+f< a < D_f at x.

The set A - E is therefore countable by G. C. Young's theorem. According to

3.4 the set A is clearly of the form Gs U C, where C is a countable set at no

point of which / is bilaterally interned.  Hence

E = A - (A - E) = G6 U C- Fa = Gô U C0,    where C0 C C.

In case / has a derivative o at a dense set of points in X, the set A is residual

in X by 3.6, and since X is presently dense-in-itself, the countable set A - E is
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meager in X, whence E = A - {A - E) is residual in X.

As a bisingular function (see 1.6) has a zero median derivate almost every-

where [23, p. 186], Proposition 3.9 provides the following strengthened form of

Theorems (*) and 1 of Lipiriski [27] on singular functions:

3.10. Corollary.  Let f: X —► R be a bisingular function, where X is

metrically dense-in-itself.   Then there exists a G6 set of points in X covering al-

most all the points of X where f has a zero median derívate.   The points where f

has a nonzero derivative form in turn a meager set that is contained in an Fa set

of measure zero.

For the converse of the latter part see Lipiriski [27, Theorem 2].

In connection with 3.6, we further obtain from 2.3(a) the following result

of Filipczak [6, p. 74] who proved it for connected X (see 1.9):

3.11. Proposition (Filipczak). ///: X—► R is contiguously upper in-

terned, then the set of points where Df < a (G R) is residual in every portion of

X in which it is dense.

Proof.   Let Ha denote the set of points in X where Df < a, and let us

first consider a = 0.  Suppose H0 is dense in some portion ^0 of X without being

residual in X0. Then by 2.3(a) there exists a real number ß > 0 for which the

function f_ß is increasing on some portion Xx of X0.  But then Df_p > 0, i.e.

Df > ß > 0, at every point of Xx, and this is contrary to the hypothesis.  This

proves the result for a = 0.

For a general a G R, the result follows on applying the above to the function

f_a, which is equally contiguously upper interned.  If H+„ is dense in some por-

tion X0 of X, then X0 has no isolated points and we have X0 C H+eB. In case

H_„ is dense in some portion X0 of Z, then so is H_k for every natural number

k, and so by above H_k is residual in X0 for every k, whence the set H_„ =

C\k=ïH_k is residual in X0.

The following theorem was proved originally by Zahorski [39], [40] for

continuous functions, and was later extended by Brudno [2] to arbitrary functions

with connected domain:

3.12. Theorem (Zahorski-Brudno).  The points where a function

f:X —► R does not have a derivative, or where f does not have a finite derivative,

form a set of the form G6 UC6a where the latter set is of measure zero.

Proof.  Let N denote the set of points in X where / does not have a deriv-

ative.  If X0 is the set of isolated points of X and Q is the set of rational num-

bers, we have
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TV = X0U {xGX:Df<Df}

= *ou        U       [{x&X:Df<a}n {xEX:Df>ß}].
a,ß&Q;a<ß

Since XQ is countable, whence Fa, it follows from 3.4 that TV is G6a relative to X

Further, TV contains the set K of knot points of / and according to 3.7,

K = Gs U C, where C is countable.  Hence N = KU(N-K) = G6 U H, where

H = C U (N- K) = Fa U (G6a - Foô) & GSa: Also, by the Denjoy-Young-Saks

theorem, the set TV — K has measure zero, and so in turn H has measure zero.

This proves the result for TV.

On the other hand, if TV* denotes the set of points in X where / does not

have a finite derivative, and E is the set of points where /has at least one derivate

infinite, we have TV* = TV U E, where E is Gs by 3.1.  Hence TV* = {G5 U GSo) U

G s = ^6 u ^6a' wnere tne latter set has measure zero.  Hence the theorem.

3.13. Corollary.   If X is Gs, then every residually derivable function

f:X —> R is intrinsically almost everywhere derivable.

3.14. Remark.   It further follows from 3.12 that a function /: X—> R is

residually derivable whenever the set A of its points of derivability is nonmeager

in every portion of X, for as A is FaS relative to X, it possesses the Baire property

relative to X [26, p. 88].  Also, A is meager in X whenever X - A has a positive

outer measure in every portion of X (see Filipczak [6, Theorem 4] ).

As proved by Zahorski [39], [40], the converse of 3.12 holds for continuous

functions with connected domain.  It would be interesting to investigate if the

converse remains valid when the domain is an arbitrary perfect set in R.

4.  Monotonicity in terms of bilateral and median dérivâtes.  In this section

/ is assumed to be a real-valued function with domain R.

4.1. Notation.   Given a function /, we denote by N(f) the set of points x

in R for which / is not nondecreasing in any neighborhood of x.

4.2. Lemma,  (a) If a function f is lower interned, then the set N(f) is perfect.

(b) When f is lower singular, we have N(fa) = N(f) for every real number

a>0.

Proof.   (See 1.6, 1.8.) It is easy to see that the set N{f) is always closed,

and that / is nondecreasing in every (open) interval contiguous to N(f).

(a) Let / be lower interned and suppose that N{f) has an isolated point x.

Then x is a common endpoint of two contiguous intervals {a, x) and (x, b) of

N(f) and / is nondecreasing in each of them.  Since / is then regulated at x, accord-

ing to the hypothesis we have fix - 0) < fix) < fix + 0).  The function / thus
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becomes nondecreasing in (a, b), i.e. x € N(f), which is a contradiction.

(b) Let / be lower singular and a > 0.  Since fa is clearly nondecreasing in

every interval in which / is so, we have N(fa) C N(f).  Let x G Nif) and, if pos-

sible, x € N(fa).  Then there exists an open interval / containing x in which fa is

nondecreasing. The function/is then lower Lipschitz in /, and so is nondecreasing

in / by 2.24, i.e. x € Nif), a contradiction.  Hence the required equality.

4.3. Definition.   Let a function/be conditionally lower [upper] interned

if it is lower [upper] interned at every point x where / is regulated and fix - 0)

<[>]/(x + 0).

When / is lower or upper interned, it is indeed conditionally lower interned

as well as conditionally upper interned.

4.4. Theorem. A conditionally lower interned function f has Df < 0

residually everywhere in Nif).

Moreover, iff is further lower singular, then Df = -°° residually everywhere

in Nif).

Proof. Let N = Nif) be nonempty, the result being vacuously true other-

wise. Since (see 1.5, 2.1) {x: Df> 0} = Ua°=i Afc</-i/fc)> the first part of the

theorem would follow if the set N n Akif_xjk) is nowhere dense in N for every

natural number k.

Suppose there exists a k for which N n Ak(f_, ,k) is dense in some portion

of N, and let A = Ak(f_l,k). Then there exists an open interval / with length

< l/k such that NC\ I is nonempty and N n A is dense in N n I. It would suf-

fice to show / to be nondecreasing in I, for then NH I would be empty, which

is a contradiction.

Let xv x2GI and xx < x2. If N C> (xv x2) is nonempty, the interval

(Xj, x2) contains at least one point of A, say x, and then we have

/-i/it(*i) </-!/*(*) </-i/fc(*2)>

so that

fixx) <fix2) - ix2-xl)jk <fix2).

In case N n (xv x2) is empty, the closed set N has a contiguous interval (a, b)

such that a < xx < x2 < b.  Let c = ^(xj + x2).  Since / is nondecreasing in

(a, b), we have fixx) </(c) when xx > a. If xx = a and xx G A, then since

c - xx < l/k, we have /_1/fc(c) >f_1/kixx), so that fic)>fix1) + (c - a)/k >

fixx). In case xt = a G A, then since N n A is dense in iV n ¿ xt is the limit of

a sequence of points {t¡} in A from the left.  Then by 2.2 the limit fixx - 0)
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exists, and the limit/(Xj + 0) already exists since /is nondecreasing in (x1( b).

Given x G (xv c), for all sufficiently large i we have fix) > fit¡) as above, and so

/(x) > lim/(/,.)=/(x,-0),

whence fixY + 0) >fixt - 0).  As/is given to be conditionally lower interned,

it follows that fixt) </(Xj +0) <fic). Thus in every case we have /(x¡) </(c),

and it can be proved similarly that /(x2) > fie), whence again /¡Xi) ^/fc^)-  TWS

establishes the first part of the theorem.

Let, now, / be lower singular.  Given a natural number k, the function fk is

also conditionally lower interned, and so, by above, the set N{fk), which is the

same as N(f) by 4.2(b), contains a residual subset Hk of points where Dfk < 0,

i.e. where Df<-k. The set H = Ç\k=lHk is again residual in N{f), and at every

point of H we have Df = -°°. This completes the proof of 4.4.

As it can be easily verified, the set N(f) always contains a dense set of points

where Df < 0.  In case of lower interned functions we further have

4.5. Corollary.   If a function fis lower interned, then the set of points

where Df<0 has power c in every portion of Nif).

Proof.   Suppose / is an open interval such that / n N(f) is nonempty and

the set {x G / Pi N{f): Df< 0} has power < c.  Since Df> 0 at every point out-

side Nif), the power of the set {x G /: Df< 0} is then also < c. Hence, given

a > 0, the set {x G / n N(fa): Dfa < 0} has power < c. As the function fa is

also lower interned, the set N(fa) is perfect by 4.2(a), and so the set {x G N{fa):

Dfa < 0} cannot be residual in N(fa) unless the set / n N(fa) is empty, i.e. unless

fa is nondecreasing in /.   Since this holds for every a > 0, it follows that / is non-

decreasing in /, i.e. / n N(f) = 0, a contradiction.

Since /is lower interned at every point where Df>—°°, from 4.4 and 4.5

we obtain

4.6. Corollary. A function f is nondecreasing whenever any of the fol-

lowing holds:

(a) the points where Df<0 form a set with power <cat each of which f

is lower interned,'

(b) / is lower singular and the points where Df = -°° form a set with power

<c at each of which f is lower interned.

Part (a) of the above corollary is known only when Df>0 everywhere [30,

p. 266], and part (b) is known when Df>-°° everywhere (see Zahorski [41,

p. 18]).
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4.7. Theorem.   If a lower interned function fhas Df> 0 at a dense set

of points, then it has a zero median derívate residually everywhere in Nif).

Proof.  (See 1.1.) Let N = Nif) be nonempty.  According to 4.2(a), A''is

perfect. If H denotes the set of points in TV where / does not have a zero median

derívate, we have

H = {x G N: D~f< 0 < D+f] U {x G N: D+f< 0 < D_f)

U {xGN:Df >0}U {x G N: Df < 0}.

The first two sets on the right-hand side are countable by G. C. Young's theorem,

and so are meager in the perfect set N.   The third set is also meager in N by 4.4.

It is thus only the last set which needs to be shown to be meager in M  Moreover,

since {x: Df < 0} ■» Ufc= i Afc(~~/i/*;)>ll would suffice to prove that the set

N n Afc(- /j ,k) is nowhere dense in A'' for every natural number k.

Suppose there exists a k for which N n Afc(- fx ,k) is dense in some portion

of A', and let A = Afe(-/j ,k). Then there exists an open interval / with length

< l/k such that N C\ I is nonempty and N D A is dense in N n I. In case N is

dense in some open subinterval IQ of I, then so is A, and since A contains all of

its bilateral limit points by 2.2, we have I0 C A.  But then the function - fx ,k is

nondecreasing on I0, and so at every point of I0 we have Dfl,k < 0, i.e. Df <

- l/k < 0, contrary to the hypothesis.

When N is, on the other hand, nowhere dense in /, since it is perfect, we can

find a contiguous interval (a, b) of N such that a, b G I. Then fia + 0) exists,

and as a is from its left a limit point of N, and so of A, according to 2.2 the

limit - fXjkia -0) exists, whence fia - 0) exists. Thus /is regulated at a, and so it

is lower interned at a from either side.  As the function - fx,k is then upper in-

terned at a from the left, it follows from 2.2 that a G A.  However, since /is

lower interned at a from the right and it is nondecreasing in (a, b), we have

fia) <fla + 0) </((« + b)/2), so that

,     /a + b \       t¡a + b\    a + b  ^    ., .    a        ,    ,s
-hi*\pr~r-fvT-)-~2ir<-f(-a)-k = -fii«(-a)>

and so a G A, which is again a contradiction.  This completes the proof of 4.7.

As the set N(f) is always perfect for a lower interned function /, on applying

4.7 to the function f_a we get the following version of A. P. Morse's theorem

[29, Theorem 1] for median dérivâtes:

4.8. Corollary. If a lower interned function fhas a median derívate

>aiGR)ata dense set of points and a median derívate <aat some point, then f

has a median derívate a at a set of points whose power is c.
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In particular, the Morse theorem in itself remains valid for every cocount-

ably derivable (see (1.3) lower interned function. Theorem 4.7 also provides the

following strengthened form of Theorem 2 of ¿wiatkowski [35] on cocountably

derivable Darboux functions, which may be compared further with Theorem 5 of

Morse [29] :

4.9. Corollary.   If a lower interned function f has Df > 0 at a dense

set of points and it has a zero median derivate only at a set of points whose

power is < c, then f is increasing.

As it is evident from any continuous increasing singular function, the last con-

dition of 4.9 is not necessary for /to be increasing.  It, however, leads to the fol-

lowing necessary and sufficient condition for a function to be nondecreasing,

strengthening this time Theorem 3 of áwiatkowski [35] :

4.10. Corollary.   A function fis nondecreasing if, and only if {a) fis

lower interned, (b) Df> 0 at a dense set of points and (c) for every real number

a < 0 there exists a ß G [a, 0] such that f has a median derivate ß only at a set

of points whose power is < c.

Proof.  The necessity of the conditions is obvious.  As for their sufficiency,

there exists by 4.9 a sequence {ßk} of nonpositive real numbers converging to

zero such that the function/,» is increasing for every k, whence/is nondecreasing.

4.11. Theorem. // a lower interned function f is lower singular, then

Df = -°° and Df>0 residually everywhere in N(f).

Proof.   According to 4.4 we already have Df = -°° residually everywhere

in Nif).  Further, since the domain of/has no contiguous points, by 2.7 we have

Df>0 residually everywhere, and so it follows from 4.7 that Df>0 residually

everywhere in Nif). Hence the theorem.

As proved by Goldowski [18] and Tonelli [37], a cocountably derivable

continuous function is nondecreasing whenever it is lower singular.  Zahorski [41,

Theorem 2] extended this theorem to Darboux functions.  However, a nondecreas-

ing function need be neither Darboux nor cocountably derivable.  Theorem 4.11

provides the following weaker forms of these conditions which are also necessary:

4.12. Corollary. A function f is nondecreasing if, and only if, it is

lower interned and lower singular and the points where Df = -°° and Df>0

form a set whose power is < c.

4.13. Corollary. If an interned function fis bisingular and each of the

sets {x: Df= -°°, Df > 0} and {x: Df < 0, Df = + °°} has a power < c, then

f is constant.
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Any interned bisingular function (see 1.6) that is not constant is thus non-

derivable at uncountably many points.  This was proved by Zahorski [41, p. 21]

for continuous singular functions.  One may also obtain from 4.12 a condition

similar to that of 4.13 for an interned function to be Lipschitz.

4.14. Remark. In case of bilaterally interned functions, let us indicate

here how Theorems 4.7 and 4.11 follow, as mentioned in the introduction,

directly from 2.9:

(a) Let first Df> 0 at a dense set of points. We claim that /is then no-

where adequately monotone relative to Nif). (It need not be nowhere monotone

relative to Nif) as is evident from any continuous decreasing singular function.)

Let N = N(f) ¥= 0 and g = f/N. Since / is bilaterally interned, it is clearly non-

decreasing on the closure of every contiguous interval of N.   If g is adequately

increasing on some portion N Ct I of N, then / becomes nondecreasing on /, so

that NO I becomes empty, which is not possible. Let, if possible, g be adequately

decreasing on some portion N C\ I of N.   Then there exists an a > 0 such that ga

is decreasing on N (~\ I.   If N is dense in some subinterval I0 of /, we have I0 C N,

so that Dfa < 0, or ¿>/< -a < 0 everywhere in I0, contrary to the hypothesis.

If, on the other hand, N is nowhere dense in /, since it is perfect, it has a conti-

uous interval (a, b) with endpoints in I. But then gaia) > gaib), so that fia) >

fib) + aib - a) >fib), which is again not possible since /is nondecreasing on

[a, b]. Since g is also bilaterally interned, it thus has, by 2.9, a zero median

derívate residually everywhere in N, and the same holds for / since it is an exten-

sion of g.

(b) Let now /be lower singular.  Then by 2.7 we have Df> 0 residually

everywhere.  Hence Df>0 residually everywhere in Nif) by above.  Also, for

every natural number k, fk is equally bilaterally interned and Dfk > k > 0 resi-

dually everywhere, whence, by above, Dfk < 0 residually everywhere in N(fk).

But Nifk) = Nif) by 4.2(b), and so Df < - k residually everywhere in Nif).  Since

residual sets are closed under countable intersection, it follows that Df = -°° and

Df>0 residually everywhere in Nif).

In case of Darboux functions in Baire class 1 the last condition of 4.12 can

be further weakened, viz. it suffices if the points considered there form an Fa set

which is mapped by /into a set of measure zero. The following theorem is some-

what stronger.  Let us recall that a function /is said to satisfy Banach condition

iT2) if its level /-I(y) is countable for almost all values of y.

4.15. Theorem.  If a Darboux function fin Baire class 1 is lower singular

and satisfies Banach condition iT2), and if the points where Df = -°° and ¿>/> 0

form an Fa set, then fis nondecreasing and continuous.
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Proof.   If E denotes the set of points where Df = -°° and Df > 0, we

have E = [Jk=lFk, where {Fk} is a sequence of closed sets.  Let the set TV =

Nif) be nonempty.  Since E is residual in TV by 4.11, there exists a k for which

Fk is dense in some portion of TV.   Thus there exists an open interval / such that

TV n / is nonempty and Fk is dense in TV n /.  Since Fk is closed, we then have

TV n / C Fk C E.  Thus / is nonderivable at every point of TV n /, and so its deriv-

ative is > 0 at every point of / where it exists.

We claim that / is then nondecreasing in /.   Let, if possible, a, b El, a <b

and fia) > fib). If A denotes the set of points in [a, b] where/is derivable and

its derivative is < 0, then according to a theorem of Bruckner [1, Theorem 2] we

have mfiA) > fia) -fib) > 0.  On the other hand, since /has a zero derivative at

every point of A, we have mfiA) = 0 [34, p. 272].  Hence /is nondecreasing in

I, i.e. N C\ I = 0, which is a contradiction.

As the set TV is thus empty, the function /is nondecreasing on its entire

domain, and, being Darboux, it is further continuous.

Since a function /satisfies Banach condition (T2) whenever it maps its bi-

lateral knot points (see 1.1) into a set of measure zero [13, p. 188], we get at

once

4.16. Corollary.  If a Darboux function fin Baire class 1 is lower singular

and the points where Df = -°° and Df>0 form an Fa set that is mapped by f

into a set of measure zero, then fis nondecreasing and continuous.

4.17. Remark.   As the set {x: Df = -°°, Df> 0} for a Darboux function

/is already G6 by 3.4, it is in fact Fa if and only if it is resolvable (see [26, pp.

96, 418]).  Also, since there exist continuous functions which have everywhere a

knot point (see Jarnik [22, Satz I]), the Banach condition (T2) in 4.15 is indis-

pensable.

5. Properties of derivatives.  In 5.1 and 5.2 the domain of /is an arbitrary

subset X of R, but in the rest of the section /is assumed to have R as its domain.

The following theorem was proved originally by Zahorski [41, p. 15] for

everywhere derivable functions on R, and in the following form it has been obtained

recently by Preiss [32, Theorems 3, 8] for connected X:

5.1. Theorem.   77ze derivative of every function f: X —*■ R is in Baire class

1 relative to the set of points where it exists.

Proof.   Let A denote the set of points in X where /is derivable, and let

a ER.  By 3.4 we have

{x G A: f'(x) <a}=An{xEX:Df<a}=An(GsUC),
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where at the points of C the function /is not bilaterally upper interned, and so

Df=+»°. At the points of A n C we thus have f'{x) = +°°, and so A n C is

empty.  Hence the set {x G A: f'(x) > a} is Fa relative to A, and on applying

this to the function -/it follows that the set {x G A: f'{x) < a} is equally Fa

relative to A.  The result now follows from the Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem as in

case of 3.5.

With the help of 3.12 we obtain the following corollary, the last part of

which is known for infinite a with connected X [2, Theorem 7] :

5.2. Corollary. ///: X—+R, aER and A is the set of points where f

is derivable, then the set {x E A: f'(x) = a} is Gs relative to A and it is Fa6

relative to X.

From here onwards/is assumed to have R as its domain.  If a bilaterally

interned function (see 1.7) is everywhere derivable, the Darboux and the mean-

value properties of its derivative can be obtained from 5.1 by standard methods.

Theorem 2.9 leads, however, to a more general version of these results.  We first

prove a lemma which we also need elsewhere (see 4.1):

5.3. Lemma. If a bilaterally interned function fis not monotone and it

does not have anywhere a relative extremum, then the set N(f) n TV(- f) is non-

empty and perfect and f is nowhere monotone relative to this set.

Proof.  The set TV = Nif) n N(-f) is clearly closed.  Let I+ and I_ de-

note the families of contiguous intervals of the sets Nif) and N(-f) respectively.

Since /is clearly nowhere constant, it is (strictly) increasing in every interval of

I + and is decreasing in every interval of I _. The intervals of the family I =

Ï+ U i_ are thus mutually disjoint, and they constitute the contiguous intervals

of TV.

If TV is empty, we have RE J, i.e./is monotone inR, contrary to the

hypothesis.  To prove that TV is perfect, it would suffice to show that the intervals

of I are nonabutting.  Let, if possible, I have two abutting intervals (a, b) and

(b, c).  Since /is bilaterally interned, these intervals cannot be both in I_, or

both in I+.  To be specific, let (a, b) E J_ and (b, c) E I + .  Then /is decreasing

in [a, b] and increasing in [b, c], whence /has a relative minimum at b, contrary

to the hypothesis.

Suppose, next, that / is nondecreasing on some portion TV0 of TV, and let

a, b, c be three points of TV0 such that a < b < c., Since / is monotone on the

closure of every contiguous interval of TV, it is then nondecreasing in the entire

interval {a, c), so that ¿> ŒTV, a contradiction.  Similarly / cannot be nonincreasing

on any portion of TV.  Hence the lemma.
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5.4. Definition,   (a) A function fis said to have symmetrical dérivâtes

[14] if it has D_f= D+f and D~f = D+f everywhere.

(b) The median dérivâtes (see 1.1) of a function / would be said to have

Darboux property if whenever / has a median derívate less than a (G R) at some

point a and a median derivate greater than a at another point b, then it has a

median derivate a at some point strictly between a and b.

(c) The median dérivâtes of / would be said to have mean-value property

if for every pair of points a, b, a < b, there exists a point in (a, b) where /has a

median derivate equal to {fib) - fia)} fib - a).

(d) Let, further, the median dérivâtes of/have a limit a (G R) at a point x

in R if for every neighborhood F of a (relative to R) there exists a neighborhood

U of x such that at every point of U— {x} all the median dérivâtes of / are in V.

5.5. Theorem. If a bilaterally interned function fhas symmetrical dérivâtes,

and if fhas two dérivâtes <a (Gi?) and > a at two points a and b, where a <b,

then either f has a derivative a at some point of (a, b), or it has a (bilateral) me-

dian derivate a at a set of points in (a, b) whose power is c.

Proof.   To be specific, let /have a derivate < a at a and a derivate > a at

b.  Since /has symmetrical dérivâtes, then we have D+fia) < a and D~fib) > a,

i.e. ¿>+/_a(a) < 0 < D~f_a(p).  The function f_a is thus not monotone in [a, b],

and since f_a is also bilaterally interned, it cannot be monotone in (a, b) either.

Let g be the restriction of f_a to (a, b), and suppose g does not have any-

where a zero derivative. Since g has symmetrical dérivâtes, it then cannot have a

point of extremum, for at such a point g would have a zero derivative.  Hence, by

5.3, the set N = Nig) n A(- g) is nonempty and perfect (relative to (a, b)), and

the function h = g/N is nowhere monotone.  Since g is monotone on the closure

of every contiguous interval of N, if h has a limit at some point of N from some

side, then g also has a limit at that point from the same side.  The function h is,

therefore, also bilaterally interned.  Now it follows from 2.9 that h has a zero

median derivate at a residual set of points H in N.   Clearly, H has power c. If

x G H, then g also has a zero median derivate at x, and so / has a median derivate

a at x. Moreover, since /has symmetrical dérivâtes, it has a bilateral median

derivate a at x. This completes the proof of 5.5.

5.6. Corollary.   If a bilaterally interned function fhas symmetrical

dérivâtes, then its median dérivâtes possess the Darboux and the mean-value prop-

erties.

Moreover, if the median dérivâtes of f have a limit a (G R) at any point x

in R, then f has a derivative a at x.
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Proof.   The Darboux property of the median dérivâtes follows directly

from 5.5.  To prove their mean-value property it would suffice to prove, as usual,

the Rolle's theorem for median dérivâtes.  Let a, b G R, a < b and fia) = fib).

We are required to find a point in (a, b) where/has a zero median derivate, and

this is trivial when / is constant in [a, b].  In case / is not constant in [a, b], it

cannot be monotone in that interval either, and so / has positive and negative

dérivâtes at two points c, d of [a, b].  If c = d, one can replace d by any other

point of [a, b] where/has a nonzero derivate, failing which there remains nothing

to prove.  Now/has, by 5.5, a zero median derivate at some point strictly between

c and d, which is clearly in (a, b).

Next, let the median dérivâtes of /have a limit a at some point x in R.

Given a neighborhood V of a, then there exists a neighborhood U of x such that

at each point of U— {x} all the median dérivâtes of/ are in V.   If y G U, y ¥=x

and ß = {f(y) - fix)} j'(y - x), there exists by above a point z strictly between x

and y where /has a median derivate ß, and since z G U- {x}, we have ß G V.

Hence / has a derivative a at x.

In case of cocountably derivable functions (see 1.3), a similar argument yields

5.7. Corollary.   Let f be a bilaterally interned function that has sym-

metrical dérivâtes and is cocountably derivable.   Then the iusual) mean-value

theorem holds for fand its derivative possesses the Darboux property relative to

the set of points where it exists.  Also, each derivate of f possesses the Darboux

and the mean-value properties.

Moreover, if the derivative of fhas a limit a (G R) at any point x in R,

then f has a derivative a at x.

In particular, the derivative of an everywhere derivable bilaterally interned

function / possesses the Darboux and the mean-value properties.  This has been

known for a long time for continuous /, and has also been obtained recently by

Preiss [32, Theorem 6] for bilaterally interned/   The first part of 5.7 has been

proved by Zygmund [42, pp. 49, 54]   for continuous smooth functions without the

condition of cocountable derivability.

When a bilaterally interned function/is everywhere derivable, since its

derivative is in Baire class 1, it can be deduced from 4.12 by a standard argument

that /' has the Denjoy property, viz. for every a,ßGR,a<ß, the set {x: a <

/'to < ß} is either empty or has a positive measure.  With the help of 2.3(a) we

get a more general result as follows.

5.8. Definition.   A function /is said to be nonangular [17] if it has

D_f < D+f and D+f < D~f everywhere.
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5.9. Theorem.   // a bilaterally interned function f is nonangular and co-

countably derivable, and ifa,ßER, a < ß and the points where f has a deriva-

tive belonging to (a, ß) form a set of measure zero, then either Df is everywhere

< a of Dfis everywhere > ß.

Proof.   In case a = -°°, as the points where / has an infinite derivative

always form a set of measure zero [34, p. 270], the derivative of /is > ß at al-

most all of the points where it exists, and so, by 4.12, the function/l^ is then

nondecreasing, i.e. Dfis everywhere > ß.  Similarly, when ß = +°° we have

Df<,a everywhere.  So let a and ß be both finite.

Let TV = N{- f_a) n N(f_o), which is clearly closed. We wish to show that

TV is in fact perfect.  Let Ja and Iß denote the families of contiguous intervals of

TV(- f_a) and N(f_») respectively.  Then ¿J/< a at the points of every interval of

1a and Df > ß at the points of every interval of Iß.  The intervals of the family

I = Ja U Jo are thus mutually disjoint, and they constitute the contiguous inter-

vals of TV.   Since / is bilaterally interned, the intervals of Ja are nonabutting, and

so are the intervals of l^.  On the other hand, if {a, b) E Ja and {b, c) E Iß,

then f_a is nonincreasing in [a, b] and f_ß is nondecreasing in [b, c], whence

D~fib) < a < /? < D+fib), and this is not possible since / is nonangular.  Similarly

we cannot have {a, b) in Iß and {b, c) in la. Hence the intervals of I are non-

abutting, and TV is perfect.

It would suffice to prove that TV is empty.  For then RE J, and so either

Dfis everywhere < a or Dfis everywhere > ß.  So let, if possible, TV be nonempty.

We first prove that the function f_a is not adequately increasing on any

portion of TV.   Suppose f_a is, to the contrary, adequately increasing on some

portion TV0 of TV, and let a, b, c be three points of TV0 such that a <b <c. Put-

ting / = {a, c), there exists a real number y E {a, ß) such that /    is increasing on

TV n /.   If (x, y) is any contiguous interval of TV that js contained in /, then we

have /_7(x) </_7(y), so that /_a(x) <f-aiy), and so f_a cannot be nonincreasing

in (x, y), whence (x, y) E Jß and f_ß is nondecreasing in [x, y].  The function

f-y is, therefore, increasing on the closure of every contiguous interval of TV in /,

and so it is increasing in the entire interval /.   Thus Df> y > a everywhere in /,

whence / has, according to the hypothesis, its derivative > ß at almost all of the

points in / where it exists.  It then follows from 4.12 that the function f_ß is

nondecreasing in /, i.e. IE Jß and b EN, which is a contradiction.

The function g = /_a/TV is thus not adequately increasing on any portion of

TV.  As g is also bilaterally interned, it follows from 2.3(a) that Dg < 0 residually

everywhere in TV, whence Df_a < Dg < 0 and Df^a residually everywhere in TV.

By an analogous argument we prove that the function f_& is not adequately
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decreasing on any portion of N and get Df > ß residually everywhere in N.   Thus

Df < a < ß < Df residually everywhere in N, which contradicts the cocountable

derivability off. This completes the proof of 5.9.

5.10. Corollary. If a bilaterally interned function fis nonangular and

cocountably derivable, then its derivative possesses the Denjoy property relative

to the set of points where it exists.

Furthermore, each of the unilateral and bilateral dérivâtes off, and every

selection of its median dérivâtes, possesses the Denjoy property.

In particular, the derivative of an everywhere derivable bilaterally interned

function always possesses the Denjoy property. This was proved originally by

Denjoy [5] for finite derivatives and then by Clarkson [4] for arbitrary deriva-

tives of continuous functions. Preiss [32] has obtained it recently for derivatives

of everywhere derivable bilaterally interned functions.

We obtain finally from 4.13 an extension of a theorem of Marcus [28] on

the stationary sets of derivatives of continuous functions to those of the deriva-

tives of interned functions (see also Preiss [32] for derivatives of Darboux func-

tions).  A set E in R is said to be a stationary set of a class C of functions defined

on R if every /G C that is constant on E is constant everywhere.

5.11. Proposition.  A set E in R is a stationary set of derivatives of

interned functions if, and only if, the complement of E has zero inner measure.

Proof.  Let E be a set in R whose complement has zero inner measure,

and let / be a derivative of some interned function g such that / is constant on E,

say = a. As the set {x: fix) = a} is measurable by 5.2,/equals a almost every-

where.  The function g_a is thus bisingular, and so is constant by 4.13.  Hence

f = g = a everywhere.

When the complement of E has an inner measure > 0, there in fact exists

a finite derivative [41] which is constant on E but not everywhere.  Hence the

proposition.
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